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Caring for someone you care about with Alzheimer’s or another type of dementia?s disease and
other styles of dementia affect thousands of people, and this book is particularly for caregivers.
With 101 encouraging and inspiring tales by others as if you, this book is a way to obtain support
and encouragement throughout your caregiving journey. This collection, a joint project with the
Alzheimer’ You are not by itself.Alzheimer’s Association, is filled up with 101 stories of love and
lessons from others as if you, will support and motivate you as you look after your loved one.
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My mother wrote one of the stories in the publication.. This really helps. As the partner of a
person suffering with advanced Alzheimer's disease, I took comfort in the encounters of others
in my own situation. Wonderful book. This is not generally easy but placing it as an objective
gives one an objective to work towards. Read this in early stages, not after the fact. I bought this
reserve for myself after caring for my mother for 10 years while she had dementia. I didn't
understand it existed before. A helpful healing book. A few of the stories made me cry, however,
so I couldn't read any before going to bed because I'd lie awake and think about my mother all
night. honest, Honest, HONEST. It probably is wonderful for those who are along the way of
caregiving since it does have some information sprinkled throughout, the most important
getting that you can't correct the person's misconceptions about things, but you just have to
play along and make an effort to reduce their anxiety by reassuring them about whatever is
definitely stressing them. Great Insight and Motivation. You aren't Alone. Many tales in this book
are full of insight, truth, inspiration, healing and hope amid heartache that lies just like a
gossamer layer beneath the surface. I applaud the editor and the publisher as most stories in
this book are incredibly HONEST, incredibly truthful verses laced with platitudes, rainbow
butterflies and fluffy saccharin marshmallows. That is, the stories aren't rough nor are they gruff,
just honest. THANK YOU!These readings verified my feelings that the best way to approach
care giving of someone with Alzheimer's . Her topic is distributed to incredible truth and is
certainly one that most would not need to admit to. This book was a Godsend. Many of these
writings are powerful, painful, honest, curing and NEEDED insight. I'm so proud of her. I spent 2
1/2 years agonizing between hurt and anger on the way I have been treated by individuals who I
thought were my friends. Excellent book! I would like to thank these amazing people for their
love and desire to help us deal with this ever-increasing fact inside our lives. Reading the stories
in this reserve healed me. I purchased this for a pal, whose wife has Alzheimer's and he loved it!
I is great to know you are not the only person to see certain things in existence. Read this book.
Just Like a Hot Cup of Soup I wish I had known about and read this book sooner than I did.
While my Mom's Alzheimer trip ended last week, I think this book could bring comfort, smiles
and maybe even a laugh or two to an Alzheimer caregiver or even the recently diagnosed. Great
book! Great reserve for caregivers! This book has very poignant stories about dementia and
caregiving. I enjoyed the stories and can talk about them in my job as an occupational therapist.
Hooray for the Caretakers Love the stories of other people's experience and assistance for the
caretaking of loved ones with this devastating disease. It might be helpful for everyone to read
this book as I'm sure we all have some issues from the past that we need to resolve. I wanted to
be free from the continual painful thoughts that flooded my brain and prayed often. Book for
everyone marvelous book -- has many easy to follow suggestions to lessen your stress. I came
across the individual stories tto be able to touch my heart. Useful and interesting. To anyone
who reads this reserve, I want you peace and wish. I understood that I will forgive them, but
simply could not get free from the thoughts of what that they had carried out. Every story had a
component that I could relate to in it, so that it validated my feelings. Forgiveness is not about
permitting them to off the hook,, it's about you going free. This book gives you stories from
everyone's perspective. That really helped me figure out some stuff with my father. I would
suggest this book. Five Stars Good go through for our dementia support group! He discovered it
to be helpful and ... I could see how other folks forgave and how it freed them. He discovered it
to be beneficial and a comfort. These readings verified my feelings that the best way to
approach treatment giving of someone with Alzheimer's disease is to find positive aspects of
the problem, have faith that certain is where they must be at this stage within their life, and try to



make the very best life possible for their loved one and themselves. Highly recommend.. This
book really assists me in recentering my concentrate and how this is actually the disease not
my parents. I’m their sole caregiver. My parents, my mom has bvFTD and my dad provides
Parkinson’s; It’s happy, sad, heart wrenching yet comforting to learn your not alone. whose wife
has Alzheimer's and he adored it! Great advice Enjoy these books Five Stars Touching, tender,
and sometimes humorous, what we all need at once or another.
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